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Hüsna IŞIK         e1347566
This week we have planned and prepared our living schedule and also configuration management plan. We have gone through our designing issues and made a design review. We have taken new decisions and group strategies for the whole semester to succeed our project and produce a better product. According to our configuration management plan, each of us is responsible for main parts of the project.

This week, Asiye and Esin have designed and implemented NewsStreamlines web page. They have made the documentation for information pages of the web site. It is open to public now.

Fatma and Ainura have started the configuration of the SMTP server. After some research, they have chosen the James SMTP server as we did for NNTP server. Now, we can send mails using James SMTP server. Furthermore, for the SMTP module of project, we can make a mail list for users who want posts as mail.

In addition, Ainura and Husna prepared and submitted our configuration management plan.

For coming weeks, we plan to deal with mainly mail module of the project and admin part of the project. We also, have to arrange our database as we progress and combine the new parts with already existing parts regularly to prevent inconsistencies in the project in future.